ADORE FEB 2022 TESTIMONIES OF THANKS
A wonderful HOLY Spirit filled morning. Many thanks to all who took part. Praise the Lord!
Thank you everyone. A very special morning and I thank God for it.
Thanks so much for a spirit filled time -perfect
Thank you for another fantastic day! Brilliant talk!
Thank you for a very moving and wonderful morning
Thank you for a wonderful day and powerful presentations. especially from Kristina and the personal
testimony too. God bless.
Such a powerful testimony Alison thank you and a thought-provoking talk Kristina. Thank you so much
Thank you to Kristina for a wonderful sharing. Moving and inspiring as always
Wonderful to with you all and such an amazing talk from Kristina.
Thank you for all you give us each meeting. Thank you, Kristina for your Inspiring Talk, and Alison for
your beautiful testimony.
Amazing and very thought-provoking talk...I shall listen to that again
Thank you, Kristina for your Honesty, looking forward again to listening to your talk on holiness
Amazing talk thank you all and Kristina
A wonderful morning!
A fantastic mass and presentation. Amazing to see the enthusiasm and successful numbers
attending.
So joyful and reassuring to hear the testimony and the talk
I felt uplifted at being able to share again in such a group meeting as we don't have a prayer group
locally; encouraged by the testimony given and the talk by Kristina.
The testimony, prophecies and talk all fit together seamlessly.
The meeting was run with respect. The worship was astounding. I was encouraged by Alison's
testimony and I found it to be very brave. But I also appreciated that behind her bravery there could
be a non-judgemental warm-hearted ministry. I also loved Kristina's informal and laid-back
presentation and her honesty about our human flaws and about what really matters beyond the labels
and social proprieties.
I just wanted to say how much I enjoyed the online day of renewal. The words at the Mass and the
wonderful openness and honesty from Kristina really made me think about what it means to be Holy
I loved singing alongside with the worship songs.
It was all good. I thoroughly enjoyed it. I've really missed this kind of thing.
I feel it is well organised, prayerful and uplifting and worth giving 3 hours on a Saturday morning to
the Lord.
I really cannot fault the meeting, you have everything covered,
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So valuable for those in small rural parishes, where social distancing makes even regular mass going
difficult. These kinds of days feed us!!
I felt the character of God in you all; his humble and kind heart shining through you. And so, you have
been a great encouragement to me and I hope to all the other participants. Afterwards, I went out for
a bike ride in my local park and found myself praying (in my heart) for everyone and everything. So,
God is making miracles through you. God bless you.
I am now housebound and events such as the retreat mornings are very important to me. I have
attended all the Adore mornings since they were first on zoom early in lockdown. It is good to be able
to share in such events online and not feel totally isolated.
The sharing by Alison was really anointed. Not a word too much not a word missed. Kristina was on
fire. Never seen her like that! So blessed. I might listen to those talks again in Lent.
Kristinas talk was very helpful and inspiring
My prayer group has not met since lockdown, I miss the spiritual connection to God, through praise,
and Adore gives me that comfort of knowing that there are many people like me wanting more of
God. So many thanks for your work
The format is well balanced. The testimony by Alison was powerful. Christina's talk was so inspiring,
teaching that we need self-appraisal and a wakeup call.
Testimony and talk were powerful witness statements - broadening my perspective of the work of the
Holy Spirit in the world through diverse accounts.
Kristina’s talk very good and interesting. Whole morning very well organised.
The enthusiasm of the leaders is infectious
The Testimony and talk by Kristina were very powerful
The whole programme was quite enjoyable.

